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REVIEWS,
SOME RECENT SURGICAL TEXTBOOKS.

MUCH praise is due to Professor WATSON CHEYNE and Mr.
BURCIHARD for the energy and industry shown in the prompt
publication of the several parts of their Manual of b8urgical
Treatment.' Two-tlhirds of the work, according to the original
prospectus, have now been issued, and we may reasonably
anticipate an early completion of this important addition to
the literature of practical surgery. Muchl ground has still to
be covered, and the task, which we have no doubt will be
ssuccessfully accomplished, still remains of rendering this a

comprehensive' treatise on surgical therapeutics by a full dis-
cussion, among other subjects, of the wide and important
branch of abdominal surgery. The fourth paxt, which has
just been published, deals with the treatment of the surgical
affections of the joints (including excisions) and the spine,
and, as it includes a series of subjects of much interest to the
practitioner, to whiclh special attention has evidently
been paid by the authlors, it may be taken as a test of the
scope and character of the whole manual. It contains
chapters on such varied subjects as dislocations, spina bifida,
and curvatures of the spine, and about one-half of the volume
is devoted to diseases of joints. In each of these sections
the authors have certainly supplied full and detailed informa-
tion as to the latest, and from our present standpoint the
best, nmetlhods of treatment. Although in their preface they
still adhere to their original intention of basing their instruc-
tion for the most part on the results of personal experience,
we meet in this part with recognition of the work done by
others. The utility of the chapters on the treatment of
spinal curvature and of rheumatoid arthritis is enhanced by
t,he contributions of Dr. Percy Lewis on medical exercises in
the former affection, of Dr. Leslie Walsh on the tlhermal
treatmenit of the latterl; and a full description is
given of the Weir-Mitchell treatment of articular
neuroses. With regard to previous criticisms on a too
exclusive teaching, to which reference is again made
in the preface of this part, we venture to remind
the authors that tlley lhave hitherto been reproached
not so muchl for their ineglect of new and insufficiently tested
me-thods, as for iginorin-g metlhods anid operations that have
stood the tests of time and experience, and gained a wide
r'eputationi. The section oni lislocations, with its clear and
full descriptions of these inajuiries, and its excellent illustra-
tions, will, contrary to the usual rule in treatises on this sub-
jvet, be found interestinig as well as inistructive. Much stress
is laid oni the importancee of the treatment after reduction of
a i-ecent dislocation, and valuable and really original informa-
tioIn is givein with regardI to the operative methods of dealinig
with old anid unreduced displacemenit. The structural lesions
produced in the different instances of dislocation are well
dlescribed, but we are disposed to thinik that the explanation
ere given of the injury knowni as "pulled arm" is less

satisfactory thani the opinion expressed, in accordance with
moderni views, of the important part played by the glenoid
ligamelnt in dislocation of the thumb. Of the large
section devoted to diseases of joints, the chapters most
likely to attract and merit close study are those deal-
ing kwith articular tuberculosis. Here the great changes
in the treatment of these affections started by Volckmann
and Konig amongst others," and favoured by improved anti-
septic methods, will be found in their most advanced develop-
ment. The teaching afforded in these chapters does not
favour an indiscriminate recourse to radical measures, and
the relative advantages and the indications of so-called ex-
pectant and operative measures are fully discussed. With
regard to the much disputed subject of excision in early stages
of tuberculous disease of the hip, the authors state that they
cannot agree that as a general rule, " such treatment is
indicated either on the ground of a rapid cure of the
disease or on that of avoiding dissemination of tubercle.
1A Mantual of Surgical Treatment. By W. Watson Cheyne, M.B., F.R.C.S.,

F.R.S., Professor of Surgery in King's College, London, Surgeon to King's
College Hospital and the Children's Hospital, Paddington Green. etc.,
and F. F. Burghard, M.D. and M.A.Lond., F.R.C.S., Surgeon to King's
College Hospital and the Children's. Hospital, Paddington Green, etc.
PartIV. London: Longmiauis Green, and Co. xgoo. (Royal fto, pp. 390.
138 illuetrations. 148.)

whilst the functional result is certainly not good."
In the remarks orl the treatment of injuiries of the spine, wes
meet with certain instructions which will probably be regarded
by many surgeons as rather startling. The authors, whilst

opposed to laminectomy in ordinary easee of fracture-disloca-

tion, advocate, apparently as a general rule, forcible exten-

sion of the spine in cases of fracture with deformity below

the cervical region. Wlhen the patienit is fully ansesthetised,
it is stated, very cautious extension nmuist be employed by
from four to six assistants. The objection to such treatment

is certainly apt to be based rather on imaginative thani oln
practical reasons, but in the absence of sufficient clinical evi-

dence in favour of the general practice of such a method, it

would have been highly instructive had the auitlhors given us

the results of their own experience.

The aim of MIr. PEARCE G'OULD and Dr. COLLINS WARREN

in editing the International Te.xtbook of Surger 2has been "to

produce a reliable textbook of surgery, embodying a clear but

succinct statement of our present knowledge of surgical path-
ology, symptomatology, and diagnosis, and such a detailed

account of treatment as to form a reliable guide to modern

practice." The work is so arranged that Volume I is devoted

in the main to general and operative surgery, and Volume II

to regional surgery. The contributors of the different articles

are chiefly British and American surgeons who have esta-

blished a reputation for themselves in connection with the

subjects with which they have their names associated. Thus,

McBurney has written articles on the Technic of Aseptic
Surgery and on Surgery of the Vermiform Appendix; Bland-

Sutton on Tumours; Watson Cheyne on Diseases of Bones;

William T. Bull on Hernia; Bruce Clarke on Surgery of the

Penis, Urethra, Prostate, and Bladder; Christian Fenger on

Surgery of the Kidney; Van Hook on Surgery of the Ureters;

Treacher Collins on Diseases of the Eye; and James Cantlie on

Tropical Surgery. As regards the editors, Pearce Gould has

written the section on Surgery of the Neck, and Collins

Warren those articles which deal with HyperEemia,
etc., Suppuration, Erysipelas, etc., Operative and Plastic

Surgery, Dislocations of the Hip, the Technic of Abdominal

Surgery, Acute Intestinal Obstruction, and Gonorrhcea.
As is almost invariably the oese when a treatise is written by
a number of diff'erent autlhors, two distinct defectr become at

once evident. The comparative merit of some sections of the

work is very much greater than that of others, whilst there

is a want of a uniformity in the opinions expressed. A very
good example of the latter defect is to be found in the chap-
ters whlichl deal with the surgery of the lymphatic system.
Thus Dr. J.ohn B. Hamilton, in the chapter in Volume I

which deals with the Surgery of tlle Lymphatic Vessels,

states that in cases of tuberculous disease of the lym-
phatic glands of the neck, " it is usually necessany to

divide the sterno-mastoid muscle, turning the ends out of the

wound so that thlu chain of glands may be removed in its

entirety"; whilst Mr. Pearce Gould in the article in Vol-

ume II which is devoted to the Surgery of the Neck first

advocates palliative measures in the early cases, and in those

in which the disease is more advanced recommends an opera-
tion carried out as follows: " One incision is made along the

anterior border of the sterno-mastoid muscle, a second along
the posterior border of th-e same muscle or along the external

jugular vein, and a third along the body of the mandible.'

Several variationis in the teaching of a kind similar to this are

met with in other parts of the treatise, a fact which lessens

the value of the work for the student of' medicine, since uni-

formity of teaching is a point of great importance in a stu-

dent's textbook. Most of the chapters on abdominal surgery
are good, especially that which is devoted to the Surgery of

the Vermiform Appendix. The chapter on Volvulus is in-

complete, as volvulus of the ciecum is not mentioned. The

chapters on ]E1ernia are complete, well illustrated, and quite up
to date in every respect. Those sections which deal with

the special branches of surgery are not sufficiently compre-
hensive to,be of any great value. Throughout both volumes

2 The International Textbook of Su,gery. Edited by A. Pearce Gould
M.S9. F.R.C.S., ;ind J, Collins Warren, M.D.. LL.D. In two volumes,
pp. 947 and 3044, with 929 illuistrations in the text, with I7 full-page plates
in colours. London and Philadelplhia: W. B, Sutalers and Co. 1900.
(Roy. Evo, pp. 2020, 929 illustrations, 17 plaltes. 54S)
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the illustrations are exoellent, and the pape¶r and priniting
good. The lines upon whichl the work has been planned are
good, and we have no doubt that when a careful revision has
taken place, the International Te.vtbook of Surgery will attain a
permanent place among the surgical textbooks of the English
language.

The success of the M11anual of 'Surgery,:' by Professor
WILLIAMNt ROSE and Mr. CARLESS, is fully attested by the
facts that since its first publication in 1898 two fresh
editions have been published, and that twelve rnonths only
lhave elapsed since the issue of the second edition.
Thouugh the size of the volume has Inot been increased,
several changes of iimportance lhave been made. The text has
been revised and the chapters lhave been rear-ranged, so that
the injuries and diseases of certain organs are demalt witlh in
direct sequence. The Xvalue of the work hias been increased by
the addition of a series of excellent and instr uctive skiagi aphic
plates. This series includes a good illustration of coxa vara,
and several instances of frequent, though formerly disre-
garded, displacements in the ordinary forms of fracture. This
excellent work on modein surger y miglht, we are disposed to
think, be still further improved in future editions by some
distinction being made in tlle index between the references to
the pages in which eaclh subject is exclusively described, and
those where it is dealt witlh in subordinate relation to other
miatter.

The course of Lectures zupon the Principles of Surqfery 4 de-
livered by Professor NAANCREDE at the University of Michigan,
is evidently intended for the use of students, and to serve as
an introduction to general surgical work, it being assumed
that those to whom it is addressed have acquired some know-
ledge of pathology and bacteriology. The lectures on
general principles, about twenty-five in number, are fol-
lowed by eleven others of a mole practical character, dealing
for the most part witlh the treatment of wounds anid the ad-
ministration of anTstlietics. The book concludes with an
appenidix prepared by Dr. W. A. Spitzley on the principal
views lheld con-cerninig inflaminationi. The reader will find
lhere much sound instruction. The author, thouglh dealing
Imiainly withl questioins of scientific interest, does Inot fail
tlhroughout hlis lectures to poinit out thle practical application
of suclh inquiries, and to discuss clinical plhenomioena and
methods of treatment. TIme book may be commended as a
good review of the results of inodern researchl combined with
iuclh original information and eriticism; but the style, it
must be eonfessed, is lhard and dry aiid wanitiiig in those

(renial indications of direct intercourse between niaster and
pupil that one expeets to find in published reports of oral
teaclhing. About one-tlhird of the voluine is devoted to the
subject of inflammation. In an excellent chapter on inflam-
miiation as a true microbic process Professor Nancrede insists
on the important part played by the tissues in resisting or
favouring the action of germs. To produce their cllaracter-
istic effects germs, it is held, nilust be present in sufficient
numlbers to overcome the vital resistance of the tissues. The
remaining lectures of a patlhological clharacter deal mainly
witlh surgical infective diseases. No reference is made to
the important part of the principles of surgery that deals
with new growtlhs and miialignancy.

PRIOFESSOR DUPLAY'S volume of clinical lectures forms
excellent reading. The subjects are discussed with the ad-
vantage of a wealth of experience which is infrequent. The

3 A Mfanutal of Saroery for Students and Practitionters. By Williamii Rose,
M.B., B.S.Lond., F.R.C.S., Professor of Clinical Surgery in King's College,
London, and Senior Surgeon to King's College Hospital: and Albert.
Carless, M.S.Lond., F.R.C.S., Surgeoii to King's College hlospital, and
Teaclher of Operative Surgery in Kiing's College, London. Tllird Editioni.
Lonidon : Bailliere, Tindall, and Cox. I9oo. (Denmy 8vo, pp. iI96, 431 illus-
trationS. 2IS.)

4 Lectures upon the Principles, of Surgery. By Clias. B. Nauerede, A.M.
Al. I., LI. D., Professor of Surgery and of Clinical Surgery: Eiimeritus
Plr-ofessor of General and Ortlhopiedic Surgery, Pliiladelplhia IPolyclinic:
Seinior Vice-President of the Amiiericani Surgical Association, etc. London
anid Pliiladelpllia: W. B. Sauiiders anld Co. I900. (Roy. 8vo., pp. 398, 27 i1lUS-
trations. 'ros. 6d.)

(5 '1iniques Chiruirgicales de l'Hotel-Dieu. Par Simon Duplay, Professeur
de Clinique Chirurgicale ), la Facultt de M6decine de Paris. [Surgical
Clinical Lectures.] Paris: Masson et Cie. 1oo. (Roy 8vo, pp. 439, witl
fug-ures. Frs. 8.)

cases considered are various. Thlere is a good account of
cases of parotid fistulae The operations of Desault, by
single puncture, and of Guise, by double puncture, are botlh
approved. There is an excellent description of syphilitic and
malignant ulcerations affecting the moutlh, but tuberculous
ulceration is not adequately considered, and the teaclling in
regard to it is not in consonance with othler autlhority.
Tuberculous peritonitis is a favourite subject with French
surgeons. Professor Duplay deals with it at length. Tuber-
culous peritonitis is a disease which tends to spontaneous
recovery; any calculation of the advantage of one nmethod of
treatment over another must take account of this fact. The,
disease is by no means so grave a one as the author would
have us believe. A discussion of the differential diagniosis of
loose body and detached semilunar cartilage in the knee-
joint is, as suclh discussions are apt to be, academically in-
teresting but void of any clinical result. Thie illustratioins of
thuis book are not worth reproducing; artistically and didacti-
tally they are bad.

(linical lectures have to be of considerably more than
average merit to deserve perpetuation in book formii. There
is nothing in Professor TEDENAT'S lectures 6 to raise them
above mediocrity. In discussing the question of fissure of
the rectum, eleven authorities for diverse metlhods of stretchl-
ing the sphincter are recorded, and all the eleveni are Frelch.
There is no mention of Ball's description of the formlationi of
a fissure with its :sentinel pile. As tllis description lhas been
universally recognised as correct this is a serious omissioii.
Other subjects dealt with are "hydatid cyst of the back,"
"tuberculous cystitis," "prostatic hypertroplhy," "peri-
urethral inflammation," etc. The wealtlh of quotation from
French surgeons, including the author, is quite bewildering
and entirely futile. One of the few quotationis to work in
English refers to the " Hopkins Hospital of New York." Tlhis
book is neither interesting nor instructive.

The sixth edition of Dr. ROTTER'S handbook of operative
surgery on the dead body7 is almost identical with the last
edition. A few minor changes have been made, but the
only addition of importance is a detailed account of the
method of operation for suture of perforating wounds of the
heart. It is advised that a rectangular incision should be
madewhich commences attheleft lateral margin of the sternum
on the level of the lower border of the third rib, and passes
outwards to the nipple line, then vertically downwards to
the lower border of the fifth rib, and finally horizontally
inwards to the sternal margin. A square flap, consisting of
all the tissues of the thoracic wall, is then turned inwards
and the left pleural sac operied. The perioardium is opened
by making an oblique incision, which commences at the
upper and inner part of the incision. and extends downwards
and outwards. The cavity of the pericardium is sponged free
of blood, and then the wound in the heart closed by the
insertion of sutures with the assistance of a curved intestinal
needle. When the wound is situated in the wall of the
right ventricle, it is recommended that the suture should
be inserted during diastole, and wlien in the left ventricle
during systole. A new figure is placed at the end of the
volume to illustrate this operation.

RECENT WORKS ON CHILDHOOD AND ITS
DISEASES.

THE title of Dr. WARNER'S latest contribution to a subject on
which he has been so voluminous a writer is somewhat mis-
leading.8 Out of ten chapters of which the book consists
there are two only treating directly of the brain and body in
infancy and early childhood, and the evolution of the child

6 Lepons de Clinique (Chirurtqicale ,faites a l'II6pital de 3fontpellier. Par le
Dr.'E. Tedenat, Professeur de Clinique Clhirurgicale A la Facult6 de Mdde-
cine. [Surgical Clinical Lectures.] Paris: Masson et Cie. 9goo. (Roy
8vo, pp. 496. Frs. 8.)

7 Die typischen Operationen ufnd ihre Uebung an der Leiche : Compendivnu
der chirurgischen Operationslehre. [The Typical Operations and their Per-
formance on the Dead Body: A Compendium of Operative Surgery.]
Von Dr. Emil Rotter. Sechste Auflage. Munich: J. F. Lehmann. Igoo.
(Deiny 8vo, pp. 392. M. 8.)

S The Nervou&ssystem of the Child:-ItsGrowth and Health in Education.
Br F. WN,arner, M.D., etc. New York: The Macmillan Company. London:
Macmillan end Co. I900. (Crown 8ro, p. 233. 4S. 6d.)
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and his brain power; the rest being devoted to educational
considerations, on which, of course, the author speaks from
the standpoint of a physician and physiologist. As a manual
of mental hygiene for teachers it is likely to be of consider-
able service; and, as the preface states it is mainly
" addressed to that large body of earnest woriers for the wel-
fare of children which is seeking for knowledge of facts and
principles in harmony with the best methods attainable as
to the mind and body of the child." We are not sure that
" child study, " now becoming so fashionable, will be an un-
mixed benefit tothe rising generation unless zeal be tempered
by knowledge; and a basis of scientific observation such as
is set forth in this and other works of Dr. Warner is essential
to its utility. The risk may, indeed, be apprehended of
children being overstudied, and much of the charm of the
natural evolution of childhood being thereby destroyed. Is
there not some danger of stimulating the nimia diligentia
of the over-anlous parent in such advice as we find on
page 17 ?
Early training of speech, commencing with the elementary vocal

sounds, may be tried in the second year. The little child must be made
to look at your face, and particularly in the mouth as yOu make the
sounds he is to imitate; then any power acquired in fixing hlis eyes on an
object for a moment enables baby to see the moutlh in movement, which
he partially imitates......He may soon be controlled in imitating some ot
your movements thouglh spontaneity continues marked the while in parts
not thus engage&i.
Truly there is something to be thankful for in this last
phrase! There was an old obstetric axiom that " meddlesome
midwifery is bad "; may we not in these days of the study of
early infancy advance the opinion that " meddlesome
paedagogy is worse ? " In spite of these criticisms, we cordially
commend the book, which contains much that is of practical
value (including charts for the observation of children taken
from the author's articles in School World), and concludes
with a bibliography of three pages referring to 54 papers,
etc., emanating from the indefatigable pen of Dr. Warner
since the year 1889.

The care which has been bestowed upon the preparation of
Dr. CHAMBERLAIN'S volume on The Child,9 is sufficiently
evidenced by the bibliography, which includes 696 works,
reference to the page being given in each instance. Indeed,
for pleasant and smooth reading the quotations are rather too
abundant, and occasionally passages are quoted, though with-
out the express endorsement of the author, which might have
been left out. Thus we read in a table of reversions compiled
from [several authors that Cyclopean monsters may be re-
garded as atavisms towards single-eyed sea-squirts (ascidians),
that Hutchinson's teeth stand in similar relation to the
chameleon, myxcedematous skin to the invertebrates, and
gout (liver and kidney) to the sauropsida. Such theories are
a little too much for the most ardent evolutionist to swallow.
But apart from such blemishes, the book is a mine of in-
formation, useful alike to the teaoher, the anthropologist,
and the medical man. Play, with the part it takes both in
physical and psychical development of the individual, is dis-
cussed at great length, and much stress is laid upon the un-
desirability of adult interference, save to a very limited
extent. The language and the pictorial arts of childhood are
compared and contrasted with those of primitive man, and the
recapitulation in the child of the history of the species is
clearly set out. The writer evidently leans towards the
Lombroso theories of "degeneracy," though he impartially
quotes much that tells against them. Amongst other sugges-
tions offered is one that crimes of violence in association with
sexual offences may perhaps be of the nature of an atavism,
inasmuch as in many lower animals and in low races of man
the sexual relation is more or less brutal and sava¶e. Per-
haps rather much is said, for the general reader at ali events,
on the subject of sexual perversions, yet it is difficult to omit
this in any complete treatment of the subject. The author
has attempted, and attained to, a very complete presentment
of his subject, though we are not sure that the fair sex will
entirely appreciate his dictum that they retain far more of
the child in. their adult nature than does the man.

In a little book dedicated to parents,19 the Headmaster of
Haileybury treats a difficult subject in a manner which,whatever we may think of his views, is entitldd to respect on
account of his large opportunities of knowledge of the publicschoolboy. He fixes on parents the duty of wholesomelyindoctrinating their adolescent sons (and by implication
daughters also) into a rational knowledge of the nature of
sexual relations, instead of permitting them to pick up pos-sibly impure and depraved notions on these subjects from
casual companions. We are not quite sure that our educa-
tional system is free from reproach in this matter. As the
author remarks, "Whatever else a boy learns either is im-
personal or unexisting "-for example,Euclid,geography,etc.
" only in sexual questions ...... is ignorance permitted, and no
attempt made to invest the subject in its proper dignity, and
in close relation to the welfare of others and to universal
law." Is not this an argument in favour of adding to our pub-lic school curriculum judicious instruction in physiology and
hygiene, in conneetion with which all that is desirable to be
known with regard to sexuAl functions may be introduced in
a scientific and impassionate manner?

Dr. CHAPMAN, in Heart Disease in Childhood and Youth,"i dis-
cusses some of the commoner subacute and chronic varieties
of heart disease in young patients. The book is divided into
two sections; the one, forming four-fifths of the whole, givesthe clinical history of cases illustrative of the propositionsenunciated in the other. These are, first, tllat the heart
becomes affected more frequently and more insidiously after
mild attacks of chorea, rheumatism, and certain exanthemata
then is commonly realised; secondly, that the view taken of
the prognosis when the mischief is discovered is often un-
necessarily gloomy. The author does good service by em-
phasising the importance of examining the heart for a con-
siderable time after even mild attacks of the diseases men-
tioned, as valvular trouble may occur several weeks after the
attack has subsided, a fact to which many practitioners
appear not to be sufficiently alive. The cases quoted show
also, though naturally less conspicuously, how much im-
provement may result from appropriate treatment. Dr.
Chapman has written a useful book, and has moreover per-formed the feat of making clinical histories interesting.Some of the latter would be more useful if the cardiac dimen-
sions had not been measured in inches (or centimetres).Without knowing the size of the chest, to learn that dulness
extends so many inches from the sternum tells us little.

One fasciculus'2 of the Handbook of Prophyla.xis, edited byDrs. NOBILING and JANKAU, which is in course of publica-tion, is devoted to the prevention of disease in childhood.
The author divides the diseases of childhood into four
classes: (i) Those of the newly-born, which are chieflyseptic; (2) those of infancy, mainly digestive; (3) those of
early childhood, the acute infections; (4) those of later child-
hood-school and general hygiene, and gives a short account
of the prophylactic measures advisable at each period.Whether any good purpose is served by discussing the pro-phylaxis of diseases apart from their pathology, symptoms,
and treatment is open to doubt. Granting that it is, this
section of the handbook does not seem to be planned on
nearly a large enough scale to prove of much use. To his
fourth class, for instance, Dr. Fischl devotes only three pages,while as,regards the incubation periods of infectious diseases,such as scarlet fever arid diphtheria-important points in
regard to prophylaxis-that of the former is not stated, and.
as to that of the latter, we are told shortly that it is so vari-
able as to give us nothing definite to go upon. The chapters
on the care of the newborn and young infants occupy more
space and are done much more satisfactorily.
ASHBY and WRIGHT'S Diseases of Children, Medical and &r-

10 Training of the Young in Laws of Sex. By Rev. the Hon. E.
Lyttelton. London: Longmans, Green, and Co. Igoo. (Crown 8vo,
pp. 128. 2S. 6d.)

II Heart Disease in Childhood and Youth. By Charles W. Chapman, M.D.,
M.R.C.P.. London: Medical Publishing Company. I9oo. (.Crown 8vo,
pp. IIO. 6 illustrations. 3S. 6d.)

12 DieProphylaxe der Krankheiaen de8 Kindersalters. [Prophylaxis in the
Diseases of Ciiildhood.] V'on Dr. Ruidolf Fischl. Munichl: Seitz awlt
Schlauer. igoo. (Deimy 8vo, pI). 76. M. 2.]

9 The Child: a Sttudy in the Evolution of Man. By A. P. Chamberlain, M.A.,Ph.D., Professor of Anthropology, Worcester, Mass. ContemporaryScience Series. London: Walter Scott. Igoo. (Crown 8Vo, PP- 495; 19illustrations. 68.) -
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gical,3 is one of the most popular of English textbooks on the
subject, and it is not surprising to find that a fresh edition
has been called for. Considerable additions to the text have
been made, but the most obvious improvement consists in
the large number of excellent photographs and plates whkh
have been added, including some really admirable skia-
graphs. The chapter on aniesthetics has been thoroughly
revised. Among the many additions, we would notice that
on albuminuria in apparently healthy children.' The section
devoted to nervous diseases has been considerably amplified
and improved. More space might with advantage have been
allotted to the subject of adenoid vegetations of the naso-
pharynx, and the symptoms, sequelae, and treatment of this
condition more fully described. The only omission of im-
portance is as to achondroplasia; we lhave been unable to
find any description of this interesting disorder. Further
comment on a book so well known would be superfluous, and
we would congratulate the authors on the fourth edition of
one of the best books on children's diseases.

While the uncomprising dogmatism of the young writer
notoriously detracts from the value of his work, the eff'ect of
great experience on some authors is practically to incapacitate
them from making definite statements at all. So numerous
do the exceptions seem to all rules that they find it impossible
to supply the percentage of dogmatism necessary for every
textbook. With a fine sense of the proportion of things
Professor BAIINSKY, in his textbook of disease in childhood,14
steers a judicious course between these extremes. Former
editions having been reviewed at some length, and the book
itself being so well known, we need say little more about the
fifth edition than that it is the fourth enlarged and improved.
The excellent description of acute suppurative middle ear
disease should help to impress upon practitioners the fact
that in all acute diseases in young childron an examination
of the membrana tympani should be as much a matter of
routine as that of the thoracic viscera. In cases in which iron
is indicated Professor Baginsky, in certain instances recom-
mends some of the heemoglobin preparations recently placed
on the market, and we notice that he uses ichthyol ointment
(io per cent. to 20 per cent.) a good deal as an anodynie in
acute articular rheumatism, pericarditis, and otitis.

We are glad to see that the merits of Dr. NEUMANN'S work
on the therapeutics of children's diseases, 5 the first edition of
which was reviewed in this JOURNAL in I899, have already
been recognised by a demand for a second edition. The book
has kept its original form of letters to a young practitioner,
but has been revised and considerably enlarged, while an
index of remedies which the student will find convenient for
reference has been appended. Though nowand again the author
makes the mistake common among writers on therapeutics of
recommending a number of drugs without explaining suffi-
ciently the points in the patient's condition which should be
a guide to the selection of any particular one as a rule
the advice he gives is sound and practical, and is based on the
results of personal experience. The book may be recom-
mended to every student or junior practitioner who can read
easy German.

Dr. OPPENREI.M, of New York, in Medical Diseases qf Child-
hood"O gives, in a somewhat magniloquent style, an account
of these complaints. He has illustrated the text with
admirable photomicrographs (some of them are really
beautiful), but owing to the communistic, not to say
parasitic, principles on which the book has been compiled,
there is practically nothing in it which cannot be found in
any ordinary textbook. This unfortunate fact is explained in
the preface. " In the large brotherhood of science," we are
told, " there is no distinct ownership, and one man takes up

13 Y'he Diseases of Children, Mfedical and Surgical. By H. Ashby M.D.,
F.R.C.P., and G. A. Wright, M.B., F.R.C.S. E'ourth edition. London:
Longmans, Green. and Co. 1899. (Demy 8vo. Pp. 872. 25S.)
14 Lehrbuch der Kinderkrankheiten. Von Dr. Adolph Baginsky. Bruns-

wick: Friedrich Wreden. x899. (Demy 8vo, pp, I,109. M. 20.)
15Uber die Behandlung der Kinderkrankheiten. [The Treatment of

Children's Diseases.] Von Dr. H. Neumann. Zweite Auflage. Berlin:
Oscar Coblentz. Igoo. (Demy 8vo, pp. 373. M.8.)

16 The Medical DiseaseR of Childhood. By Nathan Oppenheim. A.B., M.D.
New York: The Macmillan Company: and Londonl: Macmillan and Co.
zoo0. (L)en)y Evo, pp. 674. IO0 illustratiolns. 19 l.artS. 21S.)

the work of another, completing it or merely utilising it (the
italics are ours) without regard to the responsibility of its begin-
ning or its end." " We are all borrowers from one another,
andwe all live in a condition of joint ownership." We have,
in fact, discovered only three marks of originality in the
book. One is the ingenuity with which difficulties which em-

barrass other people are evaded. The diagnosis, for instance,
between non-tuberculous and tuberculous chronic broncho-
pneumonia is frequently very hard, but the author tells us
simply that "the question is decided against the latter by
inability to find the characteristic signs of tuberculosis or its
specific bacillus." So where is the difficulty? Another is the
language in which the writer clothes the ideas he borrows
from the other joint ownors. We hear, to give but one ex-

ample, of "the keen nocturnal note," for all the world as if
the meningitic child were a wild fowl. But interest in the
many poetic expressions is lost in the excitement of the
author's discovery of what a child really is. He is "a mut-
able being, an organic flux, changing," horribile dictu, "from
week to week, in the endeavour to find a permanent economy
that is sufficient for the work of self-preservation and propa-
gation of its kind." This series of changes develops with
wondrous rapidity, and finally "terminates in that dim region
where absolute maturity fades away with physical and mental
decadence." Something like the end of Mhe from the descrip-
tion. This "dim region " is not inhabited by adults, as some
have supposed. The child, organic flux that he is, need never
dream of becoming an adult, for the latter, the author tells us,
"is the same yesterday, to-day, and to-morrow." Dr. Oppen-
heim's knowledge of childhood by no means ends here. He
can, he assures us confidently, " not only make a clear dis-
tinction between the child and the adult, but can also dif-
ferentiate between the child and the child," and this by the
simple device of finding the relative weights of its liver and
other organs. Into these subtleties considerations of space
forbid us to follow him. We can only say that as a text-
book this volume is commonplace, but that it is a veritable
mine of unconscious humour.

We are glad to be able to speak more favourably of another
volume by Dr. OPPENHEIM, The Care of the Child in Health.'l
In it he urges on parents the importance of personally looking
after their children, and tells in minute detail how this is to
be done at every stage in their careers from intrauterine life
onwards. He credits the average mother, perhaps, with more

intelligence than she possesses, for instance, in the chapter
on education, underestimating at the same time the value of
professional teachers, but the error is one on the right side.
For the rest, there is hardly a page from which even the most
experienced mother may not learn something. This book is
one of the best of its kind we have seen.

Baby Mine "I is not a rhapsody, as its ridiculous title might
suggest, but a practical guide to mothers on the care of their
infants. Dr. PAGET THURSTON gives sound advice in simple
language, and we can recommend his book to mothers and
nurses.

Dr. HENRI DE ROTHSCHILD, who a few years ago printed
as an appendix to a volume on the feeding of infants a very
full and elaborate bibliography of the subject, has now pub-
lished a very large octavo volume of 696 pages, to which he
has given the title of Biblioqraphia Lactaria.19 The volume
is a general bibliography of boos and articles on milk as an
article of diet and a vehicle for disease down to the end of
i899. It consists of three parts. The first and second con-
tain the references to books and articles on milk and on

feeding respectively, while the third is a classified list of
apparatus invented and patented in France, Germany, Eng-
land, and America. The volume is completed by -a list of
the periodicals quoted and an index of authors' names. M. de
Rothschild expreses his intention to publish shortly a sup-
plementary volume containing the bibliography for igoo-
which will be issued free to subscribers to the present volume
17 The Caraof the Child in Health. By Nathan Oppenheim. London and

New York: Macmillan and Co. Igoo. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 308. 5S.)
18 Baby Mine By E. Paget Thurston, M.D. Perth: Ames, Heller and Co.

I900. (Cr. 8vo, pp. 74. )
.19BRiblingraphia T.aetaria. By Dr. llenri de lRothschild. Paris: Octave

Dioi. 9goI. (Larrc ivo, pp. (96. Frs. 20.)
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--and subsequently to continue his enterprise by issuing
half-yearly supplements. M. Duclaux, the Director of the
Institut Pasteur, who contributes the preface to the volume,
lhas evidently been somewhat appalled by its bulk. " When
the reader looks," he says, "at the enormous bibliography
compiled by M. le Dr. H. de Rothschild in connection with
the study of milk, and when he reflects-as he must on con-
sulting the latest works which it mentions-how little we
have yet advanced in respect to this question, he is invaded
by a certain melancholy in view of the immensity of the
efforts and the poverty of the result. Hundreds of investi-
gators, thousands of years of study to arrive at two or three
hundred pages of trutihs !" In speaking of " thousands of years"
M. Duclaux must mean " in the aggregate," for the first refer-
ence which the industry of Dr. de Rothschild has been able
to discover is a tract by Acorombonius, published in Nurem-
berg in 1538. The compiler of this bibliography has placed
future investigators under an obligation by supplying them
with this magnificent bibliography, but in spite of its great
size and the immense pains which have obviously been taken
to make it comprehensive, it does not appear to be complete,
for we have failed to observe references to several important
publications.

NOTES ON BOOKS.
THE British Phlarmaceutical Conference is an organisation
established for the encouragemient of pharm-laceutical research
and the promotion of friendly intercourse and union among
pharmacists. One of the privileges of membership is the
free delivery of the Year Book of Pharmacy, a most useful
work, comprising abstracts of papers relating to pharmacy,
materia medica, and chemistry contributed to British and
foreign journals during the year, and also the transactions of
tlle British Pharmaceutical Conference at the annual meeting,
wlliclh in i9oo was held in London. The book is valuable for
references, the abstracts giving the main points of informa
tion respecting the various substances possessing pharma-
(eutical int,erest. Tlie volume for I900 (J. and A. Churchill.
Demiy 8vo, pp. 6o8; non-members, ios.) is fully up to the
standard as regards the number and variety of sources of the
abstracts. The materia medica and pharmacy abstracts
include information respecting new remedies, their sources,
active matters, etc., and also recent work upon the physio-
logieal action of drugs. A chapter is devoted to a collection
of notes and formulas collected from various sources. The
conference meeting in I900 was under the presidency of E. M.
holmes, F.L.S. The report of the proceedings gives tlle
President's address and the papers read at the meeting.
A somewhat obscure question about microbic contamina-

tion of tea, which was asked a short time ago in the House of
Commons, appears to find some explanation in a pamphlet
entitled Thte Tea we Drink, by E. H. SKRINE ancL GEORGE
BROWNEN, F.C.S. (London: Simpkin, Marshall, and Co. I901.
Cr. 8vo, pp. 26. is.). The contention is that much of tlle tea
made in India and Ceylon is badly picked, so that it is liable
to undergo fermentation; badly rolled, so that the full flavour
is lnot extracted when it comes to the pot; and badly dried,
so that much aroma is lost. We believe all these allegations
to be quite true, and to be the reason why the medical profes-
sioIn have learnt to look askance at tea, on the ground that it
causes indigestion. The remedy the authors suggest is of the
kind usual at the present day-Government inspection, and
testing of tea before it is sold in the market in this country.
We have no very great faith in the efficacy of the remedy.
The fact is that really good tea is not and never has been
"ccheap." It is an expensive crop to gather and to cure.
Owing to the failure of the C'hinese in the first, and of the
Indian and Ceylon planters in the second place, to keep up the
standard of tea, the public have been forced to put up
with coarse, badly-made teas by which the market lhas been
flooded. Prices fell, and the public have now learnt to use
bad tea and even to like it, so that,-in a house where the master
would be ashamed to give his guests anything but good wine
of good vintage, the mistress will regale her guests on a
rouglh coarse brown fluid only fit to tan skins. People will
not pay the prices asked by retailers for wlholesome tea,

the purest of all stimulants, because they have grown
accustomed to the cheap coarse teas, which, when taken very
hot, are stimulating also. The remedy lies with the planters
and merchants. They must teach the public to like good tea
again, and to do this they must put an honestly-made
tea on the market at a reasonable price. Chinese teas of
moderate quality are now being used again a good deal more
than they were five or six years ago, and the reason is that
they are being more carefully cured. The planter in India
and Ceylon has been having bad times owing to the un-
organised state of the trade. The wheel of his waggon is in
a rut; let him not call on Hercules to pull it out, but put his
shoulder to it himself. Until lie does we expect that the
medical " prejudice " against his teas will remain.
The rate of increase of the Lioentiates in Dental Surgery,

and the rate of disappearance of the persons registered as
having been in practice prior to I878 are the chief points of
interest in the Dentists' Register, 1901, which has just been
issued (London: Spottiswoode and Co. 3s. 4d.). The num-
ber of licentiates is only increased by 83, although in I899
(the latest list available) i68 qualifications were conferred,
and the accounts show that 149 names were freshly placed
upon the Register in I900. From this we may infer that the
holders of the licence are somewhat remiss in registering;
and if we take the number of names which must have disap-
peared as all due to death-an assumption open to fallacy-the
death-rate would have been about 4 per cent. The licentiates
now constitute 40.8 per cent. of the total names on the
Dentists' Register. The number of those registered as having
been in practice prior to 1878 now stands at 2,623, which shows
that 230 names have disappeared in the past year; taking
these, also, as all dead, the mortality would have been over
io per cent., a not unreasonable percentage, seeing that all
are, or should be, over 44. Although the numbers added fall
short of those which year by year disappear, it must not be,
assumed that there is any prospect of a dearth of qualified
dental practitioners, for it is notorious that a very large
number of those registered as in practice before I878 had
very small claim to be so regarded.

REPORTS AND ANALYSES
AND

DESCRIPTIONS OF NEW INVENTIONS.
IN MEDICINE, SURGERY, DIETETICS, AND THE

ALLIED SCIENCES.

MEDICAL AND SIURGICAL APPLIANCES.
An Electrically-Lighted Brunton's Auriscope.-Dr. G. H.

Vos (Tottenham) writes: This adaptation has been carried
out at my suggestion by Messrs. Arnold and Sons, Smithfield,
E.C. It will be found useful for examining the ear without
the necessity of adjusting the auriscope and the patient's
head so that the sun or lamp light shall be fully thrown into
the reflecting trumpet of the instrument. It is adapted Soi a
cheap form of a long-lasting dry-cell battery that has lately
been put upon the market.
Fig. 2 shows this lamp fixed by two or three turns of a screw to its

wooden holder (H), and connected to the battery (B) by means of silk-
covered insulated wires (ww) disappearing to the cells through the hole
(x) (Figs. i and 2). Fig. I shows a silver-plated Brunton's auriscope (o)
witlh its reflecting trumpet (T). My adaptation consists of a flat ebonite
disc (E D), carrying a small electric lamp (E L) similar to and of the same
power as the aforementioned, or as described below; the latter may be
used for both lholder or auriscope. The disc carrying its lamp is easily
and quickly adjustable by means of two claws and a single screw (s) to
the rim of the reflecting trumpet of any ordinary-sized Brunton's aui-
scope, and is shown in position in Fig. x. To switch on the electric light
press downi the push (p). The push Is important from an economical
point of view, as both the battery and lamp, but especially the
former, have a comparatively short term of existence. For thoe
who already possess onie of the batteries in question with its holder
lamp and wires, the lholder can by my arrangement be easily and
quickly detached from the battery. and the ebonite disc carrying its owit
lamp as easily and quickly substituted for it. The connecting arraDge-
inent is shown at c, Fig. 2, and is such tlhat the ends of the wire fromn thle
battery can never be short-circuited. But for greater convenience it will
be founid better to have a battery with its own wires connected up to the,
disc. This connlection is made by a similar method to that already
deseribed, aid isas easily and quicklW detachable from it. It is shon a.t
c, Fig. I. I lhave had the wires iiia-o about 3o inches long so thaft tSle


